Which is the Best Risk Stratification Approach for Patients with Ventricular Arrhythmias in the Absence of Apparent Structural Heart Disease?
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Short commentary

There is tremendous interest in identifying those at risk among patients presenting with premature ventricular complexes in the absence of apparent Structural Heart Disease (SHD), a frequently met and highly debatable group of individuals [1]. Long-term prognosis of patients presenting with significant burden of isolated and/or complex Ventricular Arrhythmias (VA) in the absence of detectable SHD on the formal transthoracic echocardiography was considered for years relatively benign and comparable to that of the general population when Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) had been excluded [2]. However, according to early findings by Abdalla et al, patients with VA detected on a rest 2-minute electrocardiogram have increased risk for Sudden Cardiac Death (SCD) not attributable to CAD [3]. In this research work as well as in later studies, a baseline echocardiogram had not been performed [4,5]. Moreover, most studies included in the meta-analysis of Atakite et al, did not also include many other clinical confounders and SCD risk factors [6]. Even in some later studies by Lin et al, supporting the view that multiform VA or Nonsustained Ventricular Tachycardia (NSVT) in patients with normal hearts were related to worse cardiovascular outcome, a comprehensive echocardiographic evaluation had not been performed [7,8].
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As has been shown by a prospective study performed in our institution in patients with idiopathic right ventricular ectopy in the absence of known SHD, the long term prognosis was excellent provided conditions such as unrecognized Arrhythmogenic Right Ventricular Cardiomyopathy (ARVC), tachycardiomypathy or production/conduction abnormalities were appropriately and timely taken care of [9]. The majority of these patients underwent signal averaged electrocardiography (SAECG) with some of them having invasive Electrophysiology (EPS) and Cardiac Magnetic Resonance (CMR) as well, with a variety of abnormal imaging and electrophysiological parameters being detected. Similarly, Adreini et al performed CMR in patients with normal echocardiographic analysis and found a significant proportion (25%) of the 946 patients studied to have some evidence of underlying SHD, most commonly myocarditis. The important question whether these patients with the unrecognized SHD are at risk for major arrhythmic events in the long run, has not been answered in this prospective single center study [10]. Hence, it remains to be answered, whether increased risk of cardiac death including SCD in patients with VA can be attributed to an unrecognized SHD or to the sole presence of these arrhythmias that not infrequently subside over time [9].

Evaluation should begin with a thorough history regarding pre-syncope or syncope and family history for sudden cardiac death or cardiomyopathy [11]. Concerning findings in the 12-lead ECG, signs of ischemic heart disease (regional Q waves, or poor progress of R wave), hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (left ventricular hypertrophy, deep narrow Q waves in lateral leads, T-wave abnormalities, QRS axis deviation), non-ischemic cardiomyopathy (QRS fragmentation, S/R ratio in V6 lead ≥ 0.25), ARVC (epsilon wave with T wave inversion in the right precordial leads), prolonged repolarization or Brugada ECG pattern should be sought [9,12].

A signal-averaged ECG (SAECG) should be performed in all VA patients. SAECG have been shown to significantly predict arrhythmic SCD in ischemic heart disease and dilated cardiomyopathy [13]. In patients without detectable SHD, positive SAECG can become a stimulus for the clinician to look for subclinical ischemic heart disease, DCM or ARVC.

Although conventional transthoracic echocardiography offers adequate data concerning the structural and functional properties of the heart, newer advanced modalities have an additional diagnostic role. Several papers support the use of contrast agents in order to enhance the diagnostic approach of transthoracic echocardiography [14]. Indeed, apart from wall motion abnormalities, and a better assessment of Left Ventricular (LV) dimensions and Left Ventricular Ejection Fraction (LVEF), contrast echocardiography may also detect trabeculations and apical hypertrophic cardiomyopathy in patients without evidence of SHD at baseline echocardiography [14-16]. Moreover, speckle tracking echocardiography as a novel modality, has been shown to be superior to standard 2D-echocardiography for detecting subclinical LV dysfunction at early stages [17]. Global Longitudinal Strain (GLS) is worse in relatives of DCM patients without SHD and may predict future LVEF deterioration [18]. Reduced absolute GLS has been related to worse prognosis in patients with SHD even when LVEF is within normal limits [19]. Among VA patients, a comprehensive analysis of Right Ventricular (RV) dimensions and systolic function with calculation of right ventricular strain and mechanical dispersion may also detect patients with ARVC at early stages [9,20-22]. Contrast echo can also provide additional information for the RV, with visualization of small aneurysms or detection of wall motion abnormalities. Such advanced echocardiographic techniques have also been proposed for the risk stratification approach for mitral valve prolapse patients [23,24].

VA induced cardiomyopathy may be seen in patients with high VA burden, with PVC QRS duration >150ms and VA of epicardial origin [1]. In such patients further investigation for the presence of subclinical SHD with the previously mentioned techniques is justified, especially when lifestyle modifications and medical treatment with beta-blockers or calcium channel blockers is ineffective and ablation therapy has failed [1,25].
To answer the question who are the patients in need for CMR investigation, a not widely available and difficult to interpret imaging technique, one should take into account the easily derived evidence from history (i.e., pre and syncope, family history of sudden cardiac death or hereditary cardiomyopathy) and the 12 lead, signal averaged and ambulatory electrocardiography (T wave inversion, late potentials, nonsustained or sustained VT). To go one step forward the question of whether such patients should be further risk stratified with EPS when some SHD has been recognized on CMR or the advanced echocardiographic techniques, is a matter of additional good clinical practice and future research. A proposed algorithm for the risk stratification and management of the cardiac patient presenting with VA in the absence of obvious SHD on the initial screening, is summarizing the above in the text Figure.
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